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This invention relates to the .art of color exposed emulsion leaving the unexposed
photography, more particularly to the so emulsion in the form of indirect reliefs
called subtractive branch of the art. in which constitute positives, the reliefs of the
which the complemental images representa res )ective complemental series are stained
l tive of the two or more color aspects of the di erent colors, and the complemental ?lms
object-?eld are supported in superposed reg are cemented or otherwise joined together.
istry in contradistinction ‘to the additive Sixth and seventh methods differ from the
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branch where the complemental'imag'es are last aforesaid methods in that the positives '

10

are produced in the form of direct reliefs by
separately supported'pnd ‘separately pro— exposing
the positive ?lms through the backs
jected upon a screen 1n registry, and still

from negatives, and etching off the unex
v65
duce color pictures and to the method of posed portion of the emulsion.
While
the
aforesaid
methods
involve
only
making such ?lms.
'
In the production of color ?lms of the single-width and single-coated ?lms which
subtractive type there are various ways of can be‘ handled in ordinary types of ma
it has been. dil‘?cult to secure proper
making the colored positive. However, those chines,
color'
balance
between the images of the com 70
methods which involve printing or other
plemental
sets
separately printed on
wise forming the positives on separate strips separate ?lms. when
This
is
evidenced when the
and subsequently joining the various posi
tives together to make a multi- ly positive ?nished pictures are projected upon the
or otherwise usin the separate lms to pro screen b variations in the general color 75
of t e pictures. For example, the pic
duce a single-wi th color ?lm, possess ad cast
tures
may ?rst have a reddish cast and as
vantages over other methods inasmuch as.
?lm progresses this may change to a
they avoid the di?iculties incident to carry the
ing multi-wi'dth or double-coated or re greenish cast and so on. While this varia
not of the ?rst order of
coated ?lms through the necessary stages. tion is ordinarily
it is frequently su?iciently pro 80
The resent invention has ‘to do only with magnitude
the rst-mentioned class of' processes, that nounced to vbe decidedly objectionable.
a marked‘ variation in color may
is, processes involving the use of separate Moreover
occur
at
any
time and at frequentintervals,
?lms for the respective complemental series
of images either when physically incorpo regardless of the care exercised in preparing

~ more particularly to ?lms adapted to pro
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rated in

e ?nished ?lm or where used in

the production of same. The‘ following are

examples of such processes.

One method comprises forming comple

the ?lm.

‘

'

'

-
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The present invention is based on the dis
covery that the aforesaid variations in color
balance are attributable to variations in the

mental series of negatives on separate ?lms, characteristics (such as sensitivity and
printing separate sitive ?lms from the sometimesthickness) of the emulsion of the
?lms employed in making the ?n
negatives respective y and subsequently unit respective
ished
positive,
this variation-necessarily oc
ing the positive ?lms with the complemental
curring
in
the
commercial manufacture of
ositives in superposition. A second method
positive
?lm
stock.
Variations in the sensi
i?ers from this method in that all the nega
tives are formed on a single ?lm, the nega tivity of the positive ?lms (or the master
tives of the respective series alternating lon positives) produce variation in the densit
gitudinally of the ?lm. A third method or thickness of the develo ed images of eac
45 comprises the formation of master ositives series of positives throug out the length of
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in relief form, the respective com emental the ?lm. In addition to this effect of varia: . 100
series being formed on separate
and tion in sensitivity, in the aforesaid indirect
thenprinting the master. 'tives in super method-of'making reliefs, where the ex osed
emulsion is etched o?, variation in the t ick
‘ position u on a blank ?
by imbibition.
5Q ourth an ?fth methods are similar to said ness of the emulsion also produces a varia

tion in the average depth of the remaining
?rst and second methods but the positives emulsion
constituting the indirect reliefs.
are produced in relief form by printing
Moreover,
in the use of special ?lms in
from master positives and etching off the
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which the light absorptivity is an important ditions, the emulsion being applied to the
element, variations in the absorptivity from ?lm in any suitable way. At the coating

point to point along the respective com
ponent ?lms causes disturbing variations in
the color values of the ?nal ?lm.‘
Inasmuch as these variations in density in
each series (optical densit or depth in the

stage of t e process the respective strips
may be in the form of separate ribbons of
celluloid or other suitable material of the

70

requisite length, width and thickness or they

may be integrally joined in the form of a
case of reliefs) are irregu ar, the net result multi-width sheet. In the latter case the
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is the aforesaid variation in general color multi-width sheet is slit to separate the

cast of the projected pictures. In, two-color strips before they are exposed. After the

75

over-dense and vice versa.
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?lms where the complemental series are strips are separated they are rolled and the
colored red and green respectively, the pic rolls are matched, either by marking the
tures have a reddish cast where the green ends or other portions of the respective ?lms
?lm runs under-dense or the red ?lm runs at points which were adjacent in the multi
width sheet or if the extreme ends of the

‘Not only do the separate ?lms varIy indi ?lms were adjacent in the multi-width sheet
vidually throughout their respective engths by merely rolling them with corresponding

but they frequently vary as. a whole, that ends outermost, and the strips are subse
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is on the average, relatively to each other;
for example the average sensitivity *of the
respective ?lms to be used in making the
multi-ply ?lm may be different irrespective
of variations of the respective ?lms through
out their lengths. While this difference in
average between the ?lms can be counter

quently used in this matched relationship.

In building up the component strips or
?lms by s licing sections together, the re
spective
s are spliced at corresponding
points and the corresponding sections are
matched as herein described, whereby the
component ?lms are matched throughout
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acted by varying the printing ratio of the their entire lengths. ' Thus, it is unneces

?lms, this requires a preliminary testing sary to change the printing ratio at the

80

of all the component ?lms to determine their splices and in projecting the ?nished pic
characteristics. Moreover, when the ?lms tures the color balance remains undisturbed
are made up of a lurality of sections spliced at the splices.
.
together this di erence in average necessi
So far as I am aware a set of separate
tates a change in the printing ratio at the ?hns matched as aforesaid for use in pro
respective splices.
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ducing a color cinematographic ?lm marks

Recognizing the fact that the aforesaid a distinct advance in the art and I there
variation in the character of ?lm emulsion fore claim this product as a part of the
can not be avoided in the manufacture of present invention.
cinematographic ?lm on a commercial scale,
In practising the invention initially I
the present invention aims to annul or mini have had the ?lm matched by the manufac
mize the effect of such variation.
turer and shipped to the motion picture pro
In one aspect the invention consists in ducer in matched form, but it is to be un

synchronizing the variation in the respective 'derstood that the ?lm may be shipped in
?lms so that corresponding portions of the sheet form to be slit and matched by vthe
separate light sensitive ?lms have substan producer prior to exposure.
tially identical characteristics, whereby While the various applications of the

ing drawings in which,
Fig. 1 indicates the stage of coating the
other series, runs correspondingly dense mult1~width ?lm;

throughout certain lengths of the ?lm, the
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when the ?lms are superposed the variations present invention in the use of separate 110
match and the balance between the densities ?lms to produce a color ?lm will be evident
of the respective series of complemental from the foregoing nevertheless for the pur
images remains substantially constant pose of illustration I have shown diagram
throughout the length of the ?lm. Conse matically one application in the accompany

60 quently if one series runs more or less dense
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throughout the same lengths, so that the
Fig. 2 illustrates the step of slitting the
only effect is a change in total density which multl-width sensitive ?lm;
results merely in a change in the brightness
Fig. 3 represents a set of ?lms matched
of the picture without change in color cast. accordin to the present invention; .
I have found that the synchronization of
Fi . 4 indicates the step of perforating the
the aforesaid variations may be e?’ected by mate ed ?lms; and
coating the several strips which are to be
Fig. 5, shows one way of exposing and
employed in making the multi-ply color ?lm uniting the ?lms.
with the same emulsion at the same time,
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~ Inasmuch as the steps of coating, slitting,

.the strips bein fed through the coating perforating, exposing, etc., may be r~
process in para el juxtaposition so that cor-. formed in various ways and by different ma
responding portions of the ‘respective ?lms chines and inasmuch as the method here

are coated under substantially identical con claimed involves the order of procedure, I 180
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so that variations throughout the
have merely indicated the steps of the matched
lengths
thereof
are synchro
method without attempting to show any de nized, and also inrespectively
the
production
of a. com
tails of the various machines employed.
posite
color
?lm
by
thus
matching
sepa
The particular method of coating the rate component ?lms, then exposingthe
70
the
?lm shown in Fig. 1 is of the type employ arate ?lms with corresponding imagessep-.
on
ing a drum, indicated at D, rotating over a corresponding parts of the matched ?lms,
tank, indicated at T, which contains the and subsequently superposing the exposed
sensitive emulsion in liquid form, the multi ?lms
in matched relationship. Thus the in
width strip S being fed over the drum in vention
departs markedly from the prior 15
contact with the liquid.
art
where
the component ?lms have been
The method of slitting the multi-width taken indiscriminately
from the available
?lm shown in Fig. 2 comprises feeding the stock of ?lms and have,
been spliced in
coated strip S ast a blade B, which di
vides the stri into a pluralit of ?lms F discriminately, with no regard for the point

point similarity of the components
and F’ and t ence winding t e ?lms into to
throughout
their lengths; indeed it has not
se arate reels R and R’. While the multi

realized, so far as I am aware, that
width strip is shown as having the width been
one
of
of color-balance disturb
of only two ?lms it’ may of course have a vance liesthein causes
the
point-to-point
of
width‘ such as to make any number of sep the emulsion of ‘the respectivevariation
component
arate ?lms.

'

In accordance with the cardinal feature of
" the invention involvinor the use of the ?lms

in matched relationshipthe ?lms are pref
erably marked correspondingl .
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'

Thus in

?lms.

.

It is also evident that after the matched
?lms are joined together in matched rela
tionship and before they are developed the
composite ?lm constitutes a double-coated
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Fig. 3 the edges of the matche ?lms F and ?lm in which the variations of the respec
F’ are notched at corresponding pointsM tive coatings are synchronized or have cor
and M’. The ?lms are matched not only
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longitudinally but also transversely inas gisponding positions along the length of the

30

much as they were laterally adjacent in \ m.
The ?nished ?lm is similarly unique in 95,
the multi-width sheet.
The ?lms thus matched are preferably/1 that the'variations in the density of the

of the respective complemental series
perforated as shown in Fig. 4 where the images
lms are fed together through a perforator, due to the aforesaid variations in the emul
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indicated at P, in the matched relationship sions from "which the images are formed
in which they are to be subsequently joined have corresponding positions along the
together, thereby insuring. accurate‘ registra length of the ?lm.
tion of the perforations in the respective I1. claim:
In the art of cinematography, the
?lms when joined together. ~
.
Fi . 5 illustrates one method of expos method of making multi-ply ?lms for color
ing t e matched ?lms which comprises feed projection which comprises forming a multi
width sensitive strip, dividing the multi
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ing the ?lms into parallel juxtaposition with width strip into separate strips, subsequent
negative ?lms N and N’ having complemen ly forming complemental series of images
tal series of negatives respectively, simul on the separate strips respectively with the
taneously exposing the positive ?lms, and
of each complemental set on portions
thence feeding the ?lms together through a images
of
the
separate
strips which were adjacent
cementing machine C where the ?lms are in the multi-width
strip, and joining the
cemented together back-to~back. With the separate strips together
the images
emulsions on the outside the inulti-ply ?lm which are complemental with
to each other in
may be carried through the developing and
coloring process subsequently to the cement superposition prior to the liquid treatment

ing, thereby avoiding unequal shrinkage of

of the strips.

claimed in 00 en ing application Serial No.
to 500,842, ?led k eptember 15, 1921.
From the foregoing it is evident that the
essence of the invention consists in a set of
65
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2.,In~ the art’ ‘6f cinematography, the
the component ?lms in the wet treatments method
of. making multi-ply cinemato
inasmuch as they are fast to ther. This
graphic
?lms
which comprises applying a.
_
eveloping
is
‘process of cementing before
coating to a multi-width strip, di
55 described and claimed in copending appli ‘sensitive
viding the multi-width strip into separate
cation Serial No. 512,398, ?led November 2, strips,
forming complemental
1921: A cementing machine suitable for use series ofsubsequently
images on the separate strips re
, the present ’ ro‘cess'is' described and
in
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spectively-with the images of each comple

mental set on portions of the separate strips
which were adjacent in the multi-width
strip, _ the separate strips being exposed
their backs to form latent images
light-sensitive cinematographic ?lms sep .through
adapted
to be. converted into direct relief,
arated from each other for separate exposure and subsequently
joining the separate strips
and other manipulation but relatively
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together .with the images which are com

plemental to each other in superposition.
3. In the art of cinematography, the
method of making multi-ply ?lms for color
projection which comprises forming a multi
Width sensitive strip, dividing the multi
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strip into separate strips,

forming comple~ >

mental series of images on the separate strips
respectively with the images of each com
plemental set on portions of the separate

strips which were adjacent in the multi
width strip, the separate strips bein ex
posed through their‘ backs to form atent
images adapted to be converted into direct
ly in both ?lms while so disposed, forming reliefs,
and employing the se arate strips
complemental series of images on the sepa thus formed
to produce a sing e=width ?lm
rate strips respectively with the images of

width strip into separate strips, disposing the
strips in matchedesuperposed relationship,
cutting the sprocket openings simultaneous

each complemental set on the matched por

20

multi-width strip, dividing thev multi-width

having complemental images in registry.

6. In the art of cinematography, a set of
tions of the separate strips, and joining the separate
?lms matched end
strips together in, the said matched super for end, emulsion-coated
portions
of
the
emulsions of the
posed relationship with the images which are respective ?lms which have
corresponding
complemental to each other in superposition. positions longitudinally of the
?lms being
4. In the art of cinematography, the substantially identical and having
method of making multi-ply ?lms for color respectively mutually complemental thereon
images
projection which comprises forming a multi of complemental series.
widtlr sensitive strip, dividing the multi
7. In the art of cinematography, the
width strip into separate strips, disposing the method
of makin ?lms for color projection
strips in‘ matched superposed relationship, which comprises
orming a mult-i-width sen
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cutting the sprocket openings simultaneously sitive strip, dividing the multi-width strip
in both ?lms while so disposed, forming com into
separate strips to provide separate light
plemental series of images on the separate sensitive
?lms matched end for and, and
strips respectively-with the images of each forming complemental
series of images on
complementalset on the matched portions of the
separate
strips
respectively
the mu
the separate strips, and joining the strips tually complemental images ofwith
the
comp1e~
together back to back with the images which mental sets arranged in corresponding por
are complemental to each other in superpo tions of the separate strips.
.sition.
Signed by me at Boston, Massachusetts,
5. In the ' art of cinematography, the this
31st day of December, 1921.
method of making color ?lms which com
prises applying a sensitive coating to 'a

DANIEL’ F. COMSTOCK.
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